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1. INTRODUCTION

After the discovery of Bose–Einstein condensation,
considerable attention has been given to various excita-
tions of Bose–Einstein condensates (e.g., see [1]). As
an example, consider waves in a Bose–Einstein con-
densate (BEC) with repulsive interaction. When the
condensate occupies a large volume inside the trap, its
unperturbed state can be approximately treated as uni-
form, with constant density 

 

n

 

0

 

, if the excitation wave-
length is much smaller than the BEC size. It was shown
in [2] that excitations propagating in a condensate of
this kind can be described by the dispersion relation

(1)

where

(2)

is the speed of sound in the limit of 

 

k

 

  0, 

 

m

 

 is the
atomic mass, and the effective coupling constant 

 

g

 

 is
expressed in terms of the 

 

s

 

-wave scattering length 

 

a

 

s

 

 as

(3)

Repulsive interatomic interaction implies that 

 

g

 

 > 0 and

 

c

 

s

 

 is real. In the long-wavelength limit, relation (1)
describes acoustic waves with velocity 

 

c

 

s

 

:
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In the large-

 

k

 

 limit, it reduces to the free-particle dis-
persion relation for quantum particles of mass 

 

m

 

:

(5)

The intermediate regime between these limits corre-
sponds to wavelengths comparable to the healing
length

(6)

In the mean-field approximation, nonlinear dynam-
ics of a nonuniform BEC can be described by the
Gross–Pitaevskii equation [1]

(7)

where the order parameter 

 

ψ

 

(

 

r

 

) is the condensate wave-
function and 

 

V

 

(

 

r

 

) is an external (e.g., confining trap)
potential. In the region where the condensate can be
approximately treated as uniform, the potential 

 

V

 

 is
constant with similar accuracy. Therefore, it can be
eliminated from the equation by introducing an ines-
sential phase factor into the definition of 

 

ψ

 

. Solutions to
the equation linearized about the uniform state with

 

n

 

0

 

 = 

 

|ψ|

 

2

 

 are plane waves with dispersion relation (1).
Nonlinear excitations (vortices and dark solitons) can
be described by taking into account the nonlinearity of
the last term in (7). Experimental observations of linear
waves and dark solitons were reported in [3] and [4, 5],
respectively. An initial density disturbance evolves into
a train of dark solitons when it has the form of a low-
density pulse [6]. The evolution of a high-density pulse
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in a one-dimensional BEC leads to wave breaking fol-
lowed by formation of a dispersive shock wave [7, 8].
These predictions were confirmed in recent experi-
ments [9, 10].

The linear waves, dark solitons, and dispersive
shock waves mentioned above can be approximately
described by one-dimensional time-dependent models.
However, waves in a two-dimensional BEC exhibit dif-
ferent behavior, as in the experiment where a conden-
sate freely expanding after the trapping potential was
turned off encountered a small “obstacle” in the form of
a laser beam [11] (see also [12]). In that experiment, the
BEC flow past an obstacle generated a wave pattern
consisting of stationary lines propagating from the
obstacle. The theoretical analysis presented in [13, 14]
shows that the flow consists of two domains separated
by the Mach cone (also known as Mach lines in 2D
flows) with Mach angle 

 

θ

 

 corresponding to the speed of
sound 

 

c

 

s

 

 in the long-wavelength limit:

, (8)

where 

 

M

 

 is the Mach number. It was shown in [13, 14]
that oblique dark solitons develop inside the Mach cone
in the steady-flow limit. The obliquity angle depends on
the soliton depth: the shallowest and deepest solitons
are located near the Mach cone and the flow centerline,
respectively. In [13], an exact steady-flow solution was
found to the two-dimensional Gross–Pitaevskii equa-
tion (7), and a numerical analysis was performed to
show that this solution describes the oblique solitons
generated inside the Mach cone. In the frame of refer-
ence tied to the condensate, linear waves are character-
ized by dispersion relation (1), where 

 

k

 

 should be inter-
preted as the magnitude of a two-dimensional wavevec-
tor. According to this dispersion relation, both phase
and group velocities of linear waves exceed the long-
wavelength speed of sound 

 

c

 

s

 

. Therefore, the wave pat-
tern developing in a steady flow can be located only
outside the Mach cone defined by (8). First observa-
tions of waves of this type described by the Gross–
Pitaevskii equation were made in the numerical experi-
ment reported in [15]. In [13], an analogous numerical
simulation was performed to explain the structure of
the wave patterns observed in experiments on BEC flow
past an obstacle, and some elementary properties of
these patterns were derived from dispersion relation (1).
In [16], erenkov-like radiation was studied in a binary
superfluid flow past an obstacle. In [17], it was noted
that these waves are similar in nature to the bow wave
(Kelvin wake) generated by a moving ship in still water
[18]. Therefore, the corresponding mathematical meth-
ods [19, 20] can be applied to calculate the BEC flow.
The ray propagation theory developed in [17] describes
the wave crestline geometry, in excellent agreement
with numerical experiment. However, the ray propaga-
tion theory cannot predict the coordinate dependence of
the wave amplitude. In this paper, we develop a more

θsin
cs

u0
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M
-----= =

Č

 

comprehensive theory that can describe both geometry
and dynamics of the wave pattern outside the Mach
cone in a BEC flow past an obstacle.

2. THEORY OF STEADY WAVE PATTERNS 
GENERATED IN CONDENSATE FLOW PAST AN 

OBSTACLE

Our analysis is based on Kelvin’s method as used in
the presentation of the theory of surface waves gener-
ated by a moving ship in [19]. In that theory, a wave pat-
tern is the result of interference of linear waves gener-
ated by the source at earlier times. In accordance with
experiment [11], we consider a source (obstacle) at rest;
i.e., the waves are sustained by the uniform, steady flow
of a BEC with velocity 

 

u

 

0

 

 parallel to the 

 

x

 

 axis. Since
the steady-flow limit corresponds to the obstacle poten-
tial 

 

V

 

(

 

r

 

) turned on at an infinite time in the past, this
physical condition can be represented by writing

and then taking the limit of 

 

ε

 

 going to zero.
To calculate a wave pattern, we change from the

order parameter 

 

ψ

 

(

 

r

 

, 

 

t

 

) to hydrodynamic variables in
Gross–Pitaevskii equation (7) by substituting

(9)

where 

 

n

 

(

 

r

 

, 

 

t

 

) is the local atom concentration in the BEC
and 

 

U

 

(

 

r

 

, 

 

t

 

) is the local BEC flow velocity field. To sim-
plify analysis, we introduce the dimensionless variables

(10)

and the dimensionless obstacle potential

(11)

where 

 

n

 

0

 

 is the density of the undisturbed BEC (at an
infinite distance from the obstacle). Substituting (9)–
(11) into Eq. (7) and separating the real and imaginary
parts, we obtain equations of hydrodynamic type for 

 

n

 

and 

 

U

 

 = (
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where the tildes are omitted and subscripts denote
derivatives with respect to the corresponding argu-
ments.

Since linear wave propagation in uniform flow with
n = 1, u = M, and v = 0 is to be analyzed, we write

(13)

and linearize system (12) with respect to small pertur-
bations n1, u1, and v1 of the uniform flow. As a result,
we have the system

(14)

Steady wave patterns correspond to the solutions of the
system in which all dependent variables vary with time
as exp(εt) in the limit of ε  0. Using the Fourier
transform technique, we express the density perturba-
tion as

(15)

where

(16)

At large distances from the obstacle, the obstacle
potential can be approximated by a delta function,

n 1 n1, u+ M u1, v+ v 1= = =
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–
1
4
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and then Φ(k) = V0. We express the components of r in
polar coordinates and introduce the angle of the vector
k relative to the polar axis (see Fig. 1),

(17)

to rewrite expression (15) as

(18)

where δ = 8Mε/k is a small positive quantity and

(19)

The integral in η can be decomposed into a sum:

Changing to the variable η' = η – π in the latter term,
we find that the integrand transforms into its complex
conjugate. As a result, we can write (18) as

(20)

Since the integral in k is taken along the real axis and
the pole at

(21)

lies near the integration path, it must give the dominant
contribution to the integral. This can be demonstrated
as follows. The integration path along the real k axis is
extended to a closed contour by adding a segment of the
positive or negative imaginary half-axis and the corre-
sponding circular quarter-arc (in the first or fourth
quadrant of the complex k plane, depending on whether
cos(χ + η) < 0 or cos(χ + η) > 0). In either case, the con-
tribution of the integral over the quarter-arc to the con-
tour integral vanishes exponentially as the arc radius
goes to infinity. The pole in (21) is encompassed only
by the contour in the first quadrant, which corresponds
to cos(χ + η) < 0. In this case, the integral along the real
k axis is the sum of the contribution from the pole and
the integral over the positive imaginary axis. When
cos(χ + η) > 0, the contour integral reduces to the inte-
gral along the negative imaginary half-axis. In either
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Fig. 1. Polar angle of the position vector r and the angle of
the wavevector k (perpendicular to the wavefront repre-
sented by the curve) relative to the polar axis.
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case, the integral over the imaginary half-axis is esti-
mated as

(22)

Since the contribution from the pole decreases as r–1/2

(see below), the integral over either of the imaginary
half-axes can be neglected. Thus, a considerable wave
pattern develops only in the region where cos(χ + η) < 0,
i.e., when the vectors r and k make an acute angle µ =
π – (χ + η). The corresponding contribution from the
pole in (21) is

(23)

where k is given by expression (19) with subscript 0
omitted.

At locations far away from the obstacle, the phase

k · r = rs,

where

(24)

is large, and integral (23) can be evaluated by using the
standard stationary phase approximation. Setting
∂s/∂η = 0, we find that the stationary-phase point is
determined by the equation

(25)

or, equivalently,

(26)

Combined with (19), this yields

(27)

Using (25), we obtain

(28)

The final expression for the BEC density perturbation
given by (23) is

(29)

Now, let us show that these results are consistent
with the ray propagation theory developed in [17]. Not-
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ing that the crestline corresponds to the constant phase
φ = krcosµ, we find the corresponding radius:

(30)

Using (26) to calculate cosχ and sinχ, we find that the
constant phase curves coincide with those determined
in [17] by a different method:

(31)

Since the wavenumber k as a function of η is given by
(19), expression (31) describes the crestlines or
troughlines of the wave pattern in parametric form,
with parameter η varying within the interval

(32)

For small η,

(33)

i.e., the constant phase curves are parabolas of the form

(34)

The endpoints of the parameter interval, η =
±arccos(1/M), correspond to the lines

(35)

i.e., the curves asymptotically approach lines parallel to
the Mach lines defined by (8).

As an example, Fig. 2 shows the wave pattern calcu-
lated by using expression (29) with M = 4.

If M � 1, then simplified formulas are obtained for
the region where Mcosη � 1:

and hence
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and expression (29) for the BEC density perturbation
reduces to
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The corresponding simplified expressions that follow
from (31) describe the parabolic constant phase curves

(38)

which can as well be derived from (34) in the limit of
M � 1.

Upstream of the obstacle (at y = 0, x < 0), the pertur-
bation field has a particularly simple form: since

(39)

(i.e., the perturbation wavelength is constant), we have

x
φ

2M
--------–

M
2φ
------y2,+=

k 2 M2 1–=

(40)

This function is plotted in Fig. 3. The results obtained
here are in good agreement with the numerical results
reported in [17].

3. CONCLUSIONS

The theory of linear wave patterns developed in this
study is valid if the dimensionless perturbation ampli-
tude is much smaller than unity. This condition, which
can be written as

(41)

is always satisfied sufficiently far from the obstacle.
However, comparison with experiment requires that the
flow in the region of interest is sufficiently close to uni-
form. Estimates presented in [13] show that these con-
ditions can be satisfied by placing the obstacle suffi-
ciently far away from the symmetry axis of a two-
dimensional expanding BEC flow and waiting for a suf-
ficiently long time after the trapping potential is turned
off. As can be inferred from available experimental data
[11], these conditions were not satisfied with good
accuracy. In particular, the obstacle was placed rela-
tively close to the axis. Moreover, since the obstacle
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Fig. 2. Wave pattern outside the Mach cone predicted by expression (29) for M = 4 in the upper half-plane.
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Fig. 3. Oscillating distribution of BEC density upstream of
the obstacle (x < 0, y = 0): M = 4.
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was relatively large, there was a region downstream of
the obstacle that could not be filled by the condensate
during the observation time. This may explain why the
oblique dark solitons predicted in [13] were not
observed. Nevertheless, the experimental images pre-
sented in [11] clearly demonstrate a wave pattern anal-
ogous to that shown in Fig. 2. Thus, the theory devel-
oped here provides at least a qualitative description of
experimentally observed patterns.
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